The theory and practice of refraction interferometry is presented. We show that the crosscorrelation between a nearby pair of refraction traces yields a head wave event kinematically equivalent to one generated by a source at position x along the refractor. This redatumed source location x is independent of the surface source location, so that all head waves arrive at the same time in a redatumed common geophone-pair gather (CPG). Thus, the traces in a redatumed CPG can be stacked together to yield an N-fold refraction trace, and combining different trace pairs yields N-fold refraction shot gathers. The benefits are that traveltime picking errors can be greatly reduced for noisy head wave arrivals such as far offset refraction events or secondary head-wave arrivals. We also show that head-wave events in a redatumed common geophonepair gather will follow a flat trajectory in offset-time coordinates compared to the curved trajectory of a diving wave event. Thus, head waves can be distinguished from diving waves using redatumed CPGs, with the possibility of estimating the type of velocity gradient along an interface. This might be important for determining the lithology associated with important interfaces such as the Moho or an oil/gas bearing boundary.
Introduction
Traveltime analysis of refraction waves (both head and diving waves) allows geophysicists to estimate two-and three-dimensional velocity models of the earth. If the source-receiver spacing is dense enough then travelime tomography can be employed to invert the traveltimes from both diving waves and head waves . For even longer source-receiver offsets, teleseismic traveltimes of earthquakes are used to reconstruct the velocity distribution of large tectonic features such as magma chambers or mantle plumes .
Although refraction analysis is a major tool for probing the earth's subsurface velocity structure, there are three issues with refraction analysis that are of interest.
• Refraction records at large offsets are noisy and so the first break arrivals are not easy to identify. This can lead to inaccurate estimates of the deeper velocity distribution.
• Refraction arrivals for a specified layer are not always the first arrival and so are not picked. This is a waste of good data and leads to sparse illumination of the subsurface.
• Refraction analysis suffers from an ambiguous identification (head wave or diving wave?) of the first arrival. Misidentification prevents analysis of the type of velocity gradient along the refracting interface, which can be important in lithology identification.
To mitigate the above problems, we introduce the theory of refraction interferometry. Rather than analyzing the raw records and the absolute times of refraction arrivals, refraction interferometry analyzes the equivalent interferograms and the relative times between refraction arrivals. The interferograms are computed by crosscorrelating (or time shifting) windowed traces at different geophones. It can be shown that crosscorrelating two traces (at positions g and g ) from a CSG yields head wave events that are kinematically equivalent to those from a redatumed source, where the redatumed source is along the refractor. The value of this redatuming is that the g and g correlated traces from N different shot gathers yield N traces with head waves that appear at the same redatumed time. These N traces can be stacked together to yield a refraction shot gather with the signal-to-noise ratio increased by a factor of √ N (assuming random noise). We also show that head-wave events in a redatumed common geophone-pair gather (CPG) will follow a flat trajectory in offset-time coordinates while a diving wave will follow a curved trajectory. Thus, head waves can be distinguished from diving waves using CPGs, with the possibility of determining the characteristic of the velocity gradient along an interface. This suggests the potential for determining the lithology associated with important interfaces such as the Moho or an oil/gas bearing layer.
Theory
Assume a refraction acquisition geometry with sources and receivers on the surface and an underlying layered medium with homogeneous velocities in each layer (see Figure 1a ). The first arrivals in this case will be head waves. The refraction arrivals can be approximated by
where A(s, g) is the amplitude term that accounts for geometrical spreading and the source wavelet, τsx is the . Correlation of trace at g with trace at g to give the correlated trace shown at g for each profile; note, the correlated traces at g are aligned for all three profiles. c). Stacking the correlated traces at g in b) to give the stacked trace at g .
refraction traveltime for harmonic waves (with angular frequency ω) to propagate from a surface position at s to a point x along the refractor, and τxg is the propagation time from x to the surface geophone at g. As shown in Figure 1 , B0 and B1 denote the set of coordinates on the surface and refractor, respectively.
We can redatum the surface sources to be relocated to the refracting boundary by crosscorrelating a nearby pair of refraction traces so that the source is redatumed to be on the refractor, i.e.,
where, for convenience, the amplitude terms are assumed to be roughly the same for each geophone position. The τxg − τ xg term in equation 2 can be interpreted as the traveltime difference between a direct wave measured at g and a refraction arrival at g for a buried source located on the refractor at x (as shown in Figure 1b) . The important property of the correlated data is that the arrival time of the correlated trace at g is the same for any surface source position shown in Figure 1b . Thus, these correlated traces at g can be summed together for different source positions to give an N-fold stacked trace at g .
The mathematical expression for the stacked traces in the redatumed common geophone-pair gather (CPG) is given by summing equation 2 over the post-critical source coordinates:
where Figure 1c depicts the stacked trace at g for three different post-critical source positions. In this example, the stacked trace is denoted as a 3-fold refraction seismogram.
In general for N shots, Φ(g, g ) is kinematically refraction-equivalent to an N-fold refraction shot gather generated by N-stacked sources buried at the position x on the refractor and recorded by the surface geophone at g ; here, x is below the surface point g. Because of the time shift τxg in equation 3, the buried sources are excited at the shifted time τxg, the direct arrival time from the x to g. Note, by a similar procedure we can also redatum receivers to the refractor. . Figure 1 except the second layer is characterized by a velocity increasing with depth, which promotes diving wave refractions. In this case, the correlated traces are not flat as in Figure 1b . Instead, the events are curved in the CPGs and their curvature depends on the velocity gradient.
If the layer beneath a refracting interface has a velocity gradient then the correlated traces at g in Figure 1b will no longer have events occurring at the same time (horizontal dashed line in Figure 1b) . Instead, the trajectory of the redatumed refractions in a CPG will be curved, as shown in Figure 2b . The x − t moveout pattern in the CPG will depend on the velocity gradient beneath the refracting layer, which means that a CPG can be used to assess whether a refracting interface is a generator of either head waves or diving waves. If it is just a head wave generator and the CPG events are flat, then classical refraction tools can be used to estimate the velocity distribution. If it generates diving waves, then the velocity gradient beneath the refractor can be estimated from the degree of curvature of events in the CPG. This could be an important tool for estimating the lithology along a gas/water or gas-water contact in a producing oil field. It might also be possible to use temporal changes in curvature for events in a CPG, i.e., a 4D refraction survey of a reservoir. Another use is to determine the lithology along important refractors in the earth, such as the Moho.
Numerical Results
Results are now presented for both synthetic data and data from field surveys in Utah. The goal is to validate the concepts of refraction interferometry described in the previous section. In particular, we are interested in assessing whether diving waves can be distinguished from head waves in seismic data.
Figure 3 depicts three different velocity models for generating head waves and diving waves using a finitedifference solution to the 2D wave equation. The first model consist of homogeneous layers, while the second and third models are characterized by velocity gradients. The traveltimes from the synthetic first arrivals are displayed in CPG format to determine the moveout character of diving waves compared to head waves. Figure 4 depicts 3 CPGs associated with the Figure 3a -c velocity models. It is clear that the model with homogeneous layers is characterized by flat refraction events in the top CGG, but in the middle and bottom CGGs the moveout curve becomes increasingly curved for stronger velocity gradients. This observation is consistent with the theory from the last section.
Field data are also used to test the refraction interferometry theory. We use six refraction profiles which were carried out over a salt body in the middle portion of Utah by Travis Crosby from the Geology and Geophysics Department at the University of Utah. The data for each line consisted of 30 shot gathers, with 120 traces per shot gather. The geophone and shot spacings were 5 meter and 20 meters, respectively. The six profiles were parallel to one another. A common shot gather in line 2 is shown in Figure 5 . We are interested in the first break and want to identify this event by our theory. Figure 6 depicts a redatumed CPG traveltimes for geophone pairs at 450-500 m along Line 2. The spacing between the master geophone and its geophone pair is 50 m. In the case of line 2, it is seen that the small variation of differential traveltime between refraction arrivals recorded by geophones with 160 m and 400 m source-geophone offsets is explained by the somewhat horizontal layered velocity model beneath this interval, suggesting a head wave first arrival. Thus, we can perform stacking on the redatumed common geophone-pair gather to enhance the head wave event. A 10-fold refraction stacked CSG are shown in Figure 7 . The stacked CSG has noticeabaly strong 1st-arrivals than the unstacked gather.
Conclusions
We presented a theory of refraction interferometry, and showed its use with both synthetic and field data. The results show that refraction interferometry method can be used to distinguish head waves from diving weaves and to enhance head wave events. It is helpful for refraction event identification and picking. For future work, we want to determine if it can be used as an indicator of fluid content along the oil/gas interfaces. 
